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Color Constancy (The Wiley-IS&T Series in Imaging Science and Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
A human observer is able to recognize the color of objects irrespective of the light used to illuminate the objects. This ability is called color constancy. In photography, color constancy is known under the name white balance. Most amateur photographers have probably experienced the following problem at one time or another when a photograph is...

		

100 Challenging Spinal Pain Syndrome CasesChurchill Livingstone, 2009

	The new edition of 50 Challenging Spinal Pain Syndrome Cases brings together a total of 100 individual studies ranging from the common and comparatively straightforward to the more complex. Content is presented in a clear layout with details of case history, aetiology, physical examination, imaging and, when necessary, laboratory test results...


		

Advancement of Machine Intelligence in Interactive Medical Image Analysis (Algorithms for Intelligent Systems)Springer, 2019

	The book discusses major technical advances and research findings in the field of machine intelligence in medical image analysis. It examines the latest technologies and that have been implemented in clinical practice, such as computational intelligence in computer-aided diagnosis, biological image analysis, and computer-aided surgery and...





		

Pattern Recognition in Medical ImagingAcademic Press, 2003
Medical Imaging has become one of the most important visualization and interpretation methods in biology and medecine over the past decade. This time has witnessed a tremendous development of new, powerful instruments for detecting, storing, transmitting, analyzing, and displaying medical images. This has led to a huge growth in the application of...

		

Nikon D5000 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Nikon. The name has been associated with top-flight photography equipment for generations. And the introduction of the D5000 has only enriched Nikon’s well-deserved reputation, offering all the control a die-hard photography enthusiast could want while at the same time providing easy-touse, point-and-shoot features for the beginner.
...

		

Differential Diagnosis in Small Animal MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	A vital pocket-sized reference tool for busy practitioners and students, saving hours of searching through multiple sources. Differential Diagnosis in Small Animal Medicine, Second Edition brings together comprehensive differential diagnosis lists covering a wide range of presenting signs.  This new edition has been fully updated...






		

Atlas of Morphology and Functional Anatomy of the BrainSpringer, 2005

	The recent advances in neuroimaging techniques, particularly magnetic re- nance (MR), have greatly improved our knowledge of brain anatomy and related brain function. Morphological and functional investigations of the brain using high-definition MR have made detailed study of the brain possible and provided new data on anatomo-functional...


		

Congenital Hyperinsulinism: A Practical Guide to Diagnosis and Management (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2019

	
		This unique book is a practical guide for the clinician faced with the challenge of diagnosing and managing neonates, infants and children with congenital hyperinsulinism (HI), within the framework of pathophysiology and molecular genetics. Major advances have been made in HI research over the past two decades, and with this better...


		

Beginning GIMP: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
Beginning GIMP: From Novice to Professional explains how to use the open source image manipulation program, GIMP version 2.4. You'll learn how to install GIMP on Windows, Linux, and MacOS X platforms. Once you've installed the application, you'll learn about the interface and configuration options, and then jump into a quick-and-simple...






		

Radiation Oncology Advances (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2007

	Radiation therapy remains a mainstay of cancer treatment: it is estimated that around half of all cancer patients in Europe, in the US probably close to two-thirds, receive radiation therapy as part of their initial therapy, for salvage or for palliation. There are good reasons to expect the role of radiation therapy in the management of...


		

Maxillofacial ImagingSpringer, 2005

	Maxillofacial imaging has evolved dramatically over the past two decades with development of new cross-sectional imaging techniques. Traditional maxillofacial imaging was based on plain films and dental imaging. However, today’s advanced imaging techniques with CT and MRI have only been partially implemented for maxillofacial questions....


		

Molecular Imaging Through Magnetic Resonance for Clinical OncologyCambridge University Press, 2005

	Molecular imaging represents a new medical discipline that aims at

	uncovering molecular pathways of disease by integrating cellular

	and molecular biology with diagnostic imaging1,2. It encompasses

	several of the exciting imaging modalities that are capable of

	providing critical information for early detection and progression of...
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